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11 January 2022

Six ways cycling can improve your lifestyle, health & wellbeing

Think you know all there is to know about how cycling can impact your lifestyle, health and wellbeing? Think
again! We’ve compiled 6 lesser-known cycling facts to get you as amped about the positive effect cycling can
have on health as we are. Let’s go!
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21 March 2022
Blogs

Milan bike guide: discover the other side of the design city by bike
Milan is famous for its design, fashion and the Duomo, but (of course) has much more to offer. On the
weekends, locals hop on their bikes to escape the hustle and bustle of the city and t...
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Swapfiets rolls out GPS protection for e-bikes
Swapfiets is introducing a tracking system for electric bikes to reduce the amount of missing bikes and gain
insight into product performance.

8 March 2022
Blogs

International Women’s Day: How Marianne Vos showed us a lesson
in bouncing back
To celebrate International Women’s Day we need to talk about the women that inspire us. Marianne Vos won
Olympic gold and world championships over and over again, but that didn’t happen o...

8 March 2022
Blogs

Channel your inner Annie Kopchovsky on International Women’s
Day
We root for all women pushing boundaries. Whether they achieve an incredible sports performance, expand
their work horizons, rock motherhood, or juggle all these things at once: we see yo...

13 February 2022
Blogs

It was love at first ride!
Here at Swapfiets, we’re suckers for love. To us, Valentine’s Day is the ultimate excuse to collect the most
beautiful love stories from our Swappers. Corny? Maybe. Heartwarming? You bet.

24 January 2022
Blogs

A closer look at our closed loop
At Swapfiets we aim high: we will have 100% circular bikes by 2025. How? Well, in our previous blog posts
we have already shared a sneak peek on the steps we take in the design and use ph...
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Swapfiets makes a power move
Dutch bike brand launches game-changing new e-bike

6 July 2021
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Persberichten

Swapfiets tires go full circle
Swapfiets is partnering with Italian tire company Vittoria to improve performance and extend the lifespan of
their popular electric bikes.

24 June 2021
Persberichten

Blue tire mystery at Tour de France revealed
Team Jumbo-Visma and Swapfiets jointly promote cycling in daily life. World-class race as unique opportunity
to highlight why cycling is good for people and the environment. Swapcars con...

25 March 2021
Persberichten

Swapfiets aims to have fully circular bicycles by 2025
Recently ranked by Financial Times as the 10th fastest-growing company in Europe 2021, the world’s first
‘bicycle as a service’ company Swapfiets announces its ambition to become more sus...

23 March 2021
Persberichten

Swapfiets expands to two new markets and 6 cities
On its mission to lead the movement to more liveable cities, that are greener, healthier, safer and more social
for everyone, Dutch bicycle subscription Swapfiets is announcing plans to f...

17 January 2021
Persberichten

Two innovative Dutch brands, Team Jumbo-Visma and Swapfiets
join forces to promote cycling
As of January 18th 2021 Swapfiets and Team Jumbo-Visma, the world’s most successful professional cycling
team, will start a three year partnership. Together they will promote cycling acro...
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Milan bike guide: discover the other side of the design city by bike
Milan is famous for its design, fashion and the Duomo, but (of course) has much more to offer. On the
weekends, locals hop on their bikes to escape the hustle and bustle of the city and t...
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in bouncing back
To celebrate International Women’s Day we need to talk about the women that inspire us. Marianne Vos won
Olympic gold and world championships over and over again, but that didn’t happen o...
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Channel your inner Annie Kopchovsky on International Women’s
Day
We root for all women pushing boundaries. Whether they achieve an incredible sports performance, expand
their work horizons, rock motherhood, or juggle all these things at once: we see yo...
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It was love at first ride!
Here at Swapfiets, we’re suckers for love. To us, Valentine’s Day is the ultimate excuse to collect the most
beautiful love stories from our Swappers. Corny? Maybe. Heartwarming? You bet.
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A closer look at our closed loop
At Swapfiets we aim high: we will have 100% circular bikes by 2025. How? Well, in our previous blog posts
we have already shared a sneak peek on the steps we take in the design and use ph...
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Six ways cycling can improve your lifestyle, health & wellbeing
Think you know all there is to know about how cycling can impact your lifestyle, health and wellbeing? Think
again! We’ve compiled 6 lesser-known cycling facts to get you as amped about t...
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